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Introduction
Fired porcelain money for use in gambling, with Chinese or Thai inscriptions, and appearing in
many shapes: colourful, yet one time having a real value. This is the pee: the porcelain
gambling coin used in local gambling houses in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in what
was, at that time, Siam - the present-day Thailand. It served the gambling fever of the time, but
also functioned as a genuine means of payment. In August 1887 P.S. Hamel, former ConsulGeneral for the Netherlands in Bangkok, presented almost four hundred of these tokens
(‘worthless’ by then) to the National Ethnographic Museum in Leiden. After exchanges and
transfers made between this museum and other institutes since 1894, the present-day
1
museum’s collection contains some 145 of these items. They constitute a starting point for this
digital publication on curious currencies, which may once have made their owners’ hearts beat
faster, bringing them either joy or sorrow.
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1. The Collection
The collector
Small but beautiful: this is the way one could describe the Siamese porcelain counters or
tokens, more or less the same size as our modern coinage, donated in August 1887 to the
National Ethnographic Museum in Leiden by P.S. Hamel, the former Consul-General for the
Netherlands in Bangkok. Hamel’s donation, registered under the series number 627 in the
museum’s collection, consisted of nearly four hundred ‘coins’ used in gambling, and also of
another fifty or so other objects, for example Buddhist sculptures, kitchen utensils, items of
clothing, masks, baskets, and one musical instrument.
Unfortunately we know virtually nothing about Hamel as an individual. The little information
about him that we do have, almost accidentally one might say, concerns the years in which he
was employed as a diplomat in Bangkok. In July 1880 he arrived in the city as acting Consul,
not a particularly easy or pleasant diplomatic post. By that time his immediate predecessor had
been compelled to abandon his work for health reasons - a nervous breakdown. Hamel’s own
health was to suffer as well during the seven years he was working in Bangkok.
It is sad, also, that we have no way of knowing what inspired Hamel to collect the objects
2
contained in the donation he made in 1887, and in the two earlier donations of items from the
3
country formerly known as Siam. We do know that Lindor Serrurier , at that time Director of the
National Ethnographic Museum, actively encouraged Dutch nationals working or trading abroad
to collect objects of ethnographic interest for the museum, in the countries with which they were
involved. He was particularly keen on acquiring objects cheaply, or even better, free. Part of a
letter he wrote to the sinologist Dr. J.J.M. de Groot, shortly before the latter’s departure for the
southern Chinese port of Xiamen in 1885, provides a good example of Serrurier’s ‘begging’
practices, and of his mentality.
If you are able to lay hands on objects made by aboriginal tribes in China, all the better.
Skulls, well authenticated, are very welcome. Generally speaking, avoid acquiring objects that
cost a lot of money; I value objects of an everyday kind just as much, even stuffed items.
Perhaps I don’t need to tell you any of this. Everything connected with the theatre, especially
masks, puppets and so on, are of great importance; also everything connected with religion
and superstition. Our Chinese department - as you will certainly have noticed during your visit
- is extremely impoverished! Yet it is very important for that department to be well represented
4
in a Museum in which (the departments of) Japan and Java have so many objects on display.
Serrurier may also have incited Hamel, who worked in Bangkok for years as a diplomat, to
collect objects there, and donate them to the museum. However, virtually nothing of this can be
found in the little correspondence between the two men remaining in the museum’s possession.

The questions
Fortunately, there remains other significant correspondence concerning the collection of
Siamese porcelain coins, neither from or to Serrurier, but between the direction of the Batavian
Association for Arts and Sciences (Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschap) in
Batavia on the one hand, and Mr. Hamel in Bangkok on the other. The best aspect of all this is,
that the exchange of letters was printed in the annual ‘Notes from the General Meeting and
5
Board Meeting of the Batavian Association for Arts and Sciences’. Thus in volume XXIV , the
report of the Board Meeting of 3 August 1886, shows that:
6

Mr. J.A. van der Chijs [ ... ]
d. proposes to invite the Consul for the Netherlands in Bangkok to grant his intervention in
7
giving the Ass. answers, as full and accurate as possible, to the questions posed below, all
of them concerning the porcelain coins formerly in current usage in Siam:
st
1 . when did the issue of this kind of coinage begin;
nd
2 . when, and in what manner, did this coinage cease to be used;
rd
3 . did its use also extend beyond the capital city, Bangkok;
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4 . what was the value represented by the larger and smaller kinds of this coinage;
th
5 . who made them? was a special license required, and if so, from whom, and under what
circumstances;
th
6 . do the figures (not the Chinese characters) appearing on this kind of coinage
have a special meaning;
th
7 . how many kinds of this coinage are recognised;
th
8 . what payments were usually made with it;
th
9 . were the people issuing this kind of coin legally obliged to exchange it for gold
or silver, if so desired;
th
10 . were penalties imposed for the counterfeiting of this coinage;
th
11 . is there anything else with regard to this coinage, not included in the foregoing
questions, that could contribute to our knowledge of its history.
Resolution passed.
e. Id. to ask the same Consul whether it is possible in Siam to obtain Siamese coins dating
from before 1850, and if so, what kind and at what price.
Resolved.

The answers
Several months later, in February 1887, Hamel answered the questions posed by the
distinguished College at Batavia. From his responses to these questions, it is clear that he had
taken some trouble to find reliable information, and pass it on. We are still profiting even today
from his efforts, and from the discoveries he recorded in writing. Hamel’s replies constitute the
only reliable source of information on the porcelain gambling coins dating from the time in which
they were actually still in use in Siam.
In the Board meeting of the Batavian Association held on 8 March 1887, there was a discussion
of Hamel’s letter with the answers. We find a complete account of it in Volume XXV of the
8
Association’s collected notes:
v. The following missive shown below, from Mister P.J. HAMEL, Consul General for the
Netherlands in Bangkok, dated 5 Feb. inst., No. 25, in reply to our communication (Note 3
1886, Aug. 11, d.).
“Despite the many efforts I have made since my communication of 12 October 1886, No.
9
114 , to my regret I have been unable to obtain full and reliable answers to your questions
from the Director of the Mint.
I have therefore been compelled to take the decision to answer your questions myself, in
accordance with the unofficial information vouchsafed to me.
Question 1. According to some people, since 1821 the leaseholders of gambling houses
have been licensed to issue porcelain or other coinage as change in their respective
districts.
Question 2. Up to 1875 this coinage had a fairly general validity, but in that year the
leaseholder of a gambling house appears to have misused this license, issuing a large sum
which, later on, he was unable to redeem for silver money. Consequently in August of that
same year, there was a proclamation prohibiting the issue of this kind of coin from the
beginning of December on. However, there was no strict observance of this prohibition - a
failure that is usual in the case of Siamese proclamations or laws, of whatever kind, on
whatever subject - the result being that the (porcelain etc.) money appears in various forms
in all the gambling houses, and is valid currency in the district of the respective gamblinghouses.
Question 3. Where gambling houses are established, the coin was, and still is, in use all over
Siam, both in the provinces and in Bangkok.
Question 4. In general, the larger kinds represent one-quarter of a tical, or 1 salung, the
smaller ⅛ or 1 fuang. There also appear to have been (coins) of 4 att and 2 att in circulation,
10
in earlier years .
Question 5. The coin is made to the orders of gambling-house leaseholders. Originally the
coinage seems to have been made of red lacquer in Bangkok; later on, of lead and brass,
and later still of pottery or porcelain. The latter kind came from China.
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Some orders appear to have been carried out in Europe. Before all this, cowries (Cypraea
moneta) had been in general use, 800 to 2000 of these representing a value of 1 fuang,
according to their size and quality.
No special license was required; however, the only people allowed to put the coin into
circulation - and only in their own districts - were the gambling-house leaseholders.
Question 6. The figures shown on the coins have no special meanings; some bear (the
image of) a lion, others (of) a tiger or other animal on one side (some are even made in the
shape of one kind of animal or another). On the other side there are usually Chinese
characters giving the value.
Question 7. It is impossible to tell you the number of different kinds since each leaseholder
was - and still is - permitted to issue them.
Question 8. Originally the coinage was used only for gambling smaller sums, as a kind of
change. Later on, the coins also had a general circulation, but each kind was used only in
the gambling-house leaseholder’s own district.
Question 9. The issuers were, and still are, legally obliged to exchange their own coinage for
silver or gold currency.
Question 10. I am not aware of any penalty under Siamese law for the counterfeiting of this
kind of coinage. If the counterfeit of one kind is identified, the leaseholder concerned uses
the gong-beat in his district to announce that he wants to exchange the genuine coinage he
has issued, for a new kind.
The information given above is, briefly, what I have been able to discover on this subject.
There are Siamese coins dated earlier than 1850, but they are extremely rare. Up to this
time I have not succeeded in acquiring any.
I have a small collection of the porcelain coinage, which I gladly offer you for your collection.”
This communication has been acknowledged with thanks.
In the following months the gentlemen of the Association also thanked Hamel for “a small
collection” of porcelain coins that they received from him, as announced in his communication.
They even appointed him a corresponding member of the Association, “as token of the value we
place on the interest he has constantly shown”. Almost at the same time as this appointment,
however, others - gentlemen from The Hague - informed Hamel that his post has been
cancelled, and he had been recalled to The Netherlands. With this surrender of his post the
curtain fell on Hamel’s diplomatic career, and his position as corresponding member of the
Batavian Association was nipped in the bud. He was ill - according to him, he was suffering from
attacks of depression and insomnia, among other complaints - and shortly afterwards he
11
returned to the Netherlands, not without some bitter feelings . His luggage included the
Siamese objects, including the porcelain coins, which he donated to the National Ethnographic
Museum in August of that year. In a letter of thanks, Serrurier informed him that the newlyarrived objects “have been unpacked and examined. I give you my most hearty thanks for this
beautiful collection, which will fill my Siam department so well”.

Money must move
Very soon after their arrival in the museum, the little porcelain coins attracted the attention of
Prof. Gustaaf Schlegel, who at that time held the Chair in Chinese studies at Leiden
12
University . Schlegel plunged into the study and description of the coins, recording his findings
13
in c. 1889-90 in an article published in the series Internationales Archiv für Ethnographie . In
this article, entitled Siamesische und Chinesisch-Siamesische Münzen, Schlegel described a
total of 147 different types of coin, all except three made of porcelain.
In his article, Schlegel did not mention in most of his descriptions that several of the items were
duplicated. If we are to believe old inventory cards, the actual total must have been some 230
examples. However, many of the same description cards contain later additional notes,
mentioning the fact that, except for one example, all the duplicates of a particular type of small
coin had been exchanged with another museum. This largely concerned an exchange made in
14
November 1894 with the Koninklijk Penningkabinet (Royal Numismatic Collection / the
National Museum of Coins and Medals) in The Hague.

5
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Description card for object 627-52, the first in a series of porcelain coins. Originally, the collection numbered thirty-six
examples of this particular coin. The hand-written information tells us: 35 pieces sent away as duplicates, 1 example to
the Museum of Santiago in Chile 24 Febr. 1894, and the rest to the Royal Numismatic Collection at The Hague, 16 Nov.
1894. Donated by P.S. Hamel.

RMV 627-52

At the end of the nineteenth century, the exchange of objects was a very common method of
clearing out - or, better still, improving - museum collections. In Serrurier’s case, he was a born
haggler where ‘his’ museum collection was concerned. There was thus a good reason why, in
1894, he suggested to his superiors, the Curators of Leiden University, that all duplicates of the
Siamese gambling money should be disposed of elsewhere. They gave him permission to
exchange these coins, most of them “with Dr. Dompierre of Chaufepié, Director of the Royal
nd
Numismatic Collection etc. at The Hague (2 November 1894).” In return he received “on 2
15
November 1894 [ ... ] a collection of Ashanti gold weights, registered as series 1031".

Some of the “Ashanti gold weights” from series 1031. Most of these small gold weights are somewhat smaller or larger
than a single centimetre, on average.
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The miraculous increase
Strictly speaking, after this exchange made in 1894 Leiden could have possessed no more than
147 of the coins Schlegel had described. Recent counts and investigations reveal, however,
that Hamel’s gambling money had landed in unexpected places.
What had happened? At the present moment the Leiden collection, all told, numbers 299 of the
porcelain coins that were unquestionably donated by Hamel 1887. Some 153 of these are
duplicates. Yet it was precisely these that had been exchanged with the Royal Numismatic
Collection in The Hague!
In one way or another, and at a time as yet unknown to us, the coins must have been returned
to Leiden. There is no official trace to be found, either in the RMV’s own archives, nor in those
of the Royal Numismatic Collection. When we seek for other traces, only the most shadowy
speculations float to the surface. This miraculous increase of the porcelain coins thus remains
an intriguing puzzle.

7
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2. The Thai coinage system
If we are to believe Hamel’s communication to the Batavian Association, between 1821 and
1875 porcelain coins were circulating as tokens throughout Siam, with official permission. These
represented certain standard values according with units within the existing official monetary
system. What was (and is) this Thai monetary system in which the porcelain coins filled a
functional role, for a short period?

For barter and for gain
From prehistoric times, Thailand (known as Siam until 1939, and from 1945 to 1948) has shared
in the world-wide practice of barter. The objects used as the medium of exchange were
commodities such as tools, seeds, cattle, beads and shells.
Sea trade became lucrative in Asia at the dawn of the Christian era. The resulting economic
exchanges and cultural contacts permitted a number of states to emerge in the region of Southeast Asia. In this regard, the background of Hindu and Buddhist values played an important role
in the emulation of an Indian monetary model. Silver coins, bearing traditional Indian regal
symbols and auspicious motifs, have been found in the South-east Asian kingdoms of Funan
16
(Phnom), Sri Ksetra, Sudhammavati and Dvaravati. Imported and parallel coinage, minted
locally, were adopted for international trade during the early centuries of the Christian era.
The international trade thus initiated, acknowledged three possible methods of exchange:
payment in kind; utilization of cowry shells (Cypraea moneta); and even the exchange of gold
and silver by weight. Burma is credited with having minted a cresent-shaped silver coinage
17
during the eighth and ninth centuries. The Thai equivalent of this consisted of the seed18
shaped silver coins of Central Thailand of similar dimensions. The cultural region of peninsular
19
and maritime South-east Asia, had the ma and the 'sandalwood flower' coinage.

RMV 1403-2302. Some ma coins.

Thailand has been a melting pot of diverse races and cultures, sharing many features of its
early history with neighbouring Burma, Cambodia and the Malay Peninsula. Ancient monetary
systems similar to those known in the adjoining countries would also have been operative in
different regions of Thailand.
Together with the use of silver and gold for high value transactions, the imported cowry
constituted the monetary change for small denominations. The Thais, who had become
politically dominant in the land after the thirteenth century, appear to have been the first to
20
launch a standardised currency, based on Chinese weight units.

Value for money
The Thai kingdom of Sukhothai introduced the pot-duang, popularly known to the West as
'bullet coins'.

RMV 627- 50
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These continued to be used throughout Central Thailand, even under the historical successors
21
of Sukhothai, from Ayutthaya down to the present kingdom of Rattanakosin (Bangkok).
Such standardization of the currency system no doubt facilitated the negotiations and
transactions generated by the steadily expanding international trade within Asia. From the end
of the fifteenth century on, western countries were also involved in this process.
The basic unit for such negotiations was the 'baht', popularly called a 'tical' in western records,
22
a term that originated from either Indian or Arabic sources.
The standard currency system, as used by the Thais from the thirteenth century until the end of
the nineteenth, was as follows:
1 chang
1 tamlung
1 salung
1 fuang
1 siek (song phai)
1 sieuw (phai)
1 att
1 solot

= 20 tamlung or 80 bahts
= 4 bahts
= ¼ baht
= ⅛ baht
= 1/16 baht
= 1/32 baht
= 1/64 baht
= 1/112 baht

The baht remains the basic unit of Thai currency up to the present time, although the traditional
manner of accounting, as shown above, was replaced by the decimal system in 1898. From that
time onwards, a baht was divided into a hundred satangs, while a salung made a quarter of a
baht, namely twenty-five satangs.
The value of a baht in the early eighteenth century, as recorded by the Dutch East India
23
Company at Ayutthaya, was equivalent to thirty Dutch stuivers (five-cent pieces). As of
February 2003, it now amounts to about four Euro cents.

Money and more money
Nevertheless, other types of silver coins and currency were in circulation throughout the country
alongside the baht-based system and its associated pot-duang bullet-shaped coinage. In the
north and north-east regions of the country, the 'bracelet' coins, hoy money, and a few other
coinages of non-standard weights, evidently held their own.

RMV 4626-570; 4626-571. Examples of 'bracelet' and hoy money.

In the southern provinces, the namo coins supplemented the pot-duang issued by the central
24
government. Chinese sycee money, Japanese silver coins and even European and American
25
money, were readily accepted for international trade , just as the Roman and Indian coins of
ancient times had been, while payments in kind and payment in cowries continued to be
common everywhere among the general population. In addition, there have also been other
types of currency, issued for temporary or long-term usage, especially during the times when
the money manufactured officially, or standard legalized money, became scarce. This
happened in 1744, when there was a severe shortage of imported cowries, and stamped clay
26
plaques called 'ngoen prakap' were issued by the central government at Ayutthaya to be used
as currency. The 'ka-pae', 'ka-pae chin' and 'ee-pae' money of the early nineteenth century were
27
introduced by the central government at Bangkok and the regional authority of the south ,
obviously to fill in the shortage of small denominations of the official standard coins.

9
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An unusual type of money
It was also during the nineteenth century that an unusual type of currency, called 'pee' locally,
came into popular use to satisfy the needs of the bartering community, but at the same time this
created considerable chaos in the country’s economy. The government was prompted to find a
permanent solution for the chronic shortage of silver money and official currency. Machineminted coins and printed paper money appeared in 1862, when the imported cowries were
officially taken out of circulation. The popular pees were prohibited in 1875, and the traditional
bullet-shaped pot-duang followed in the early twentieth century. Since that time, machine-made
coinage and paper money complying with international standards has finally supplied the
country with a sufficient and regular flow of official medium of exchange.
The non-official but prolific and popular 'pee' money of Thailand actually consisted of tokens
issued by Chinese operators in the gambling houses of Ayutthaya and Bangkok, initially to
serve as counters or chips that could be exchanged for money at the end of the games.
Nevertheless, during the early nineteenth century, they proved to be more practical as a
convenient medium of exchange in everyday life than were the low-value cowries, and the
frequently scarce silver coins issued by the government. The country-wide popularity of this
non-governmental medium of exchange, coupled with the rising problem of falsification and its
uncontrollable growth, seriously jeopardized the economy of the country for a number of
decades until the government finally prohibited its usage as legal tender.

10
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3. The Chinese in Thailand
Trade and travel
The Chinese have shown an active interest in South-east Asia since the beginning of their
contacts with the outside world. Chinese dynastic annals preserve rare information on the states
28
and kingdoms of mainland and maritime South-east Asia from the inception of their history.
Trade and politics generated the main, though not the only, motivation for enthusiasm and
activities from both sides. The Annals of the Tang dynasty record the sending of an imperial
29
envoy to Thailand, 'to instigate a trading relation' during the eighth century , but by that time
some Chinese traders would already have established a presence in that country. The evidence
30
for this comes from a votive tablet bearing a Chinese inscription , commemorating a substantial
and welcome Chinese contribution to the founding of a Buddhist establishment in Thailand as
early as in the seventh century.
Traders must have formed the largest proportion of Chinese visitors to South-east Asia, who
eventually stayed on, or settled down in the new countries, to make their contributions to the
society in many ways. The imperial interest in South-east Asia and Thailand apparently reached
a peak during the Song and Yuan periods, when the great benefits of sea trade were properly
appreciated. Large Chinese junks then began to roam the South Seas, in search of luxury
goods and profitable transactions. A colony of Chinese traders resided at Angkor, the capital of
Cambodia, in the thirteenth century, and there may have been a similar colony in neighbouring
Thailand. Emissaries from Siam presented themselves at the imperial court during the same
period, bringing 'tributes' and receiving the gracious goodwill of the emperors while benefiting
richly from trade.

Non-alien foreigners
Chinese settlers must have long been a common phenomenon in the country now called
Thailand. Besides traders who settled there permanently and founded their new business
headquarters, there may have been groups or even guilds of Chinese craftsmen working in
Thailand from early times. Chinese potters, who established their kilns there in the thirteenth
century, evidently passed on the art and technology for making glazed pottery, widely known as
31
the sangkhalok ware of Siam, to the Thais of the Kingdom of Sukhothai. The large-scale and
competent ship-building activities at Ayutthaya, remarked upon by the head of the Dutch East
India Company, Jeremias van Vliet, would most probably have been run by the Chinese, whose
32
skills in such an enterprise had been widely acknowledged.
The Chinese colony formed an integral part of the social and economic life of Ayutthaya, which
was the greatest power in South-east Asia during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Trade flourished there, bringing wealth and increasing the kingdom’s prestige and sea power.
Many Chinese migrants served as officials at the court, handling business transactions for the
king, and manning the royal junks sent out to trade with China, India and the South Seas.
The bulk of Chinese settlers must have consisted of merchants and traders, but there are also
33
records of scholar officials, physicians, artisans, actors and even pig-breeders. Intermarriage
with the Thai appears to have been common, and Chinese origin was no hindrance to attaining
a high official function, or even the throne. The founder king of Ayutthaya, according to a Dutch
East India Company record of the eighteenth century, was generally believed to have been a
34
second-generation Chinese. Local chronicles of Thailand unanimously agree with one another
as to the ethnic Chinese origin of Phra Chao Tak, the heroic general who shook off the
Burmese yoke and restored the independence of the country at the end of the eighteenth
century.
The Chinese have been part of the community of Thailand for more than seven hundred years,
enjoying special privileges, and they have generally not being regarded as foreigners. The
Chinese, on their part, contributed generously to Thai society through services and their wealth.
They valiantly defended Ayutthaya, and it was largely the wealth of the Chinese in Siam that
triggered off the rapid recovery from the 1767 devastation resulting from the Burmese
occupation. This deadly danger, once past, stimulated the will to raise a new capital and
resurrect the country’s moral and splendour once more, within a spectacularly short period of
time.

11
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Many Chinese families were given the special honour of contributing to the founding of royal
35
monasteries in old Ayutthaya. Others were encouraged to build temples in their own traditional
36
styles in the new capital, thus expressing an inner urge to merge with the Thai community.

Integration and cultural conflation
Dissatisfaction and unrest between the settlers and the local community did occur. Incidents
resulting from cultural differences occurred from time to time, especially during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, when the number of Chinese migrants increased greatly, and the anti37
Manchu movement spilled over from China into Thailand.
The conspiracies of the secret societies, collectively known in Thailand as Tien-ti-huay, or the
Triad (of Heaven, Earth and Man), were active everywhere in South-east Asia. These
discordant movements caused a number of serious upheavals. Yet in the course of history,
these were rare incidents that had no real support from the majority migrant community. By all
accounts, and as actual examples of migrants demonstrate, they willingly adapted to the Thai
way of life, and integrated themselves into the local culture. Many aristocratic and distinguished
families in Thailand today have Chinese ancestors.
Perceptive envoys of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries remarked about the Chinese
settlers:
.... as settlers they are eminently valuable in new countries on account of their unceasing
and well-directed industry, their enterprise as traders, their luxurious habits which swell the
revenues by the consumption of taxable commodities, and lastly perhaps because their
physical powers of endurance exceed those possessed by the Malays and the other Indo38
Chinese people.
And
....The Chinese resort to Siam and other foreign countries, unaccompanied by their families.
They soon intermarry with the Siamese, there being no scruple on either side. They even
adopt, whatever may have been their religion before, or whether they had any or not, the
Buddhist form of worship, visiting the Siamese temples, and giving the usual alms to the
priests. A few even enter the priesthood, although the mode of life is by no means congenial
39
to their industrious and active character.
The current situation in Thailand is merely an echo of the past:
The typical merchant of Siam usually had Chinese blood, and his grandfather was very likely
a pure Chinese. He may still worship his ancestors by burning gold paper, but his sons have
gone to Siamese schools and learned to write on their slates in both languages. The third
generation do not remember Chinese; many of them have changed their family names and
40
forgotten their family origin.

Genetic passion
The number of Chinese migrants greatly increased during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. One particular aspect of Chinese life found its way into Thailand. Chinese are
41
notorious for their predilection, and inordinate passion, for gambling and all games of chance.
Gambling houses appeared in Thailand from the hey-day of Ayutthaya, and were licensed by
42
the Government, which obtained rich revenues from them.
Both the operators and the majority of the visitors were Chinese. The notorious Chinese
passion for gambling evidently spilled over to the new territory, to be absorbed by the Thais,
who were also markedly susceptible to gambling fever. Visitors to nineteenth- century Thailand
consistently noted that the prolific gambling houses of Bangkok were also enthusiastically
patronized by frenzied Thai gamblers, whose large, or at least substantial, numbers may be
deduced from the frequent occurrence of writing and value-markings in Thai, on the gambling
counters used in such establishments.

The gambling houses
Gambling houses as licensed institutions existed in Siam from the Ayutthaya period on. Chinese
operators 'farmed' the business for the government, and paid taxes to it. The chief operator of
the establishment (hong) bore the official rank of Khun (= a lesser rank of court official), and
was honoured with the full title of Khun Phatthanasombat (= Officer in charge of the Prolificity of
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Wealth). Each had a licence to issue gambling counters for convenient usage in the respective
establishment, on the strict guarantee of exchanging them for cash on demand.
These operators were also charged with the maintenance of order, and with the settlement of all
problems regarding counterfeit money and the falsification of gambling chips. As in the situation
in nineteenth-century China, the gambling houses in Siam were also supposed to open only
43
during the New Year period. The reality may have been different, since visitors to nineteenth44
century Bangkok found many such establishments open for business at all times.
The Chinese Khun Phatthanasombat supervised not only gambling activities, but also
45
transactions in drinks , and obviously other forms of recreation for the leisured and the rich.
Such luxurious and expensive pastimes may not have been accommodated in the ordinary
gambling houses, which were often described by nineteenth-century visitors to Bangkok as the
haunts of the dregs of society. The Chinese Khun Phatthanasombat of large establishments
were usually rich and influential bankers, who had control over multifarious transactions and
naturally enjoyed the trust, if not always the respect, of the government, the patrons, and the
population in general.

The favourite games of chance
The most popular Chinese games played in the gambling houses of Bangkok, as mentioned by
Haas (writing in 1879), and which still linger on in the memories of the Thais, included those
referred to as ching-tow, nim, fan and kok in Archdeacon Gray's book on China, and as fan-tan
46
in other publications. These are generally known in Siam by local names as thua (= bean
47
game) and po.
The central equipment for such games is a square, flat board, marked on four sides with the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. The game operator empties on to it a few handfuls of cowries or hard beans,
which he covers with a bowl. The players bet on what the remainder will be when the pile is
divided by four. They set their stakes on the side of the square bearing the number of the bet.
When all the players have staked their bets, the bowl is lifted and the operator uses a small
stick to remove the gaming units, four at a time, until four or fewer are left. If four units remain,
the winning number is four, and so on. The operator takes twenty-five per cent from each
winner’s stake, and pays the winner five times his stake less this operator’s ‘cut’, and sweeps
the lost bets off the board with a thin bamboo rake.
Where money should not move
Cowries and silver currency of small denominations, such as salung, fuang and att, would
originally have been used as stake money in the gambling houses. However, these turned out
to be impractical for the imported Chinese games of chance, thua and po. The low-value
cowries would have constituted a bulk too large, awkward, and prone to scattering, while the
roundish pot-duangs could roll from side to side on the board - all the more so as the crowd’s
excitement increased. This frequently gave rise to disputes as to which number the players had
actually chosen, or else the numbers even fell off the gaming board completely. The flat new
small coins were usually too thin to be swept off smoothly by the bamboo rake. Besides, due to
the poor quality of the minting. They were too brittle to endure rough handling, and could easily
be chipped, thus losing some of their weight and value.
Various gambling houses therefore issued their own counters of suitable shapes and durability,
bearing their own marks to guarantee their validity for cash at the end of the game. These chips
or counters were also in circulation in lucrative transactions within and around the gambling
houses, and, if the credit confidence of the Khun Phattanasombat was good, these eventually
came to be accepted as money even in the areas beyond the operating spheres of the
establishments.
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4. Money-value tokens
48

Various authors have brought the existence of large quantities and varieties of gambling chips
from old Siam to public attention. Their patient studies have thrown a great deal of light on
various aspects of these minuscule but fascinating objects, but many matters still wait further
investigation and verification. Hamel's letter, written in 1887, but still regularly quoted by all the
authors of later days, still provides one of the most important and direct sources of information.
His opinion on the history and chronological sequence of Siamese gambling tokens requires
only some minor points of revision.

The non-porcelain tokens
Siamese gambling chips assigned to the Ayutthaya period were made of various kinds of
49
locally-available material including clay, lacquer and metal. These early examples frequently
imitate the form of Chinese cash coins, or bear a replica of such impressed marks on the
surfaces.

RMV 627-204 and 205

Ramsden' s article presents a number of early metal examples made in imitation of the Chinese
50
cash coins. These are said to have come from Bhamo in northern Burma, which was under
the control of the Thais for most of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It may well be
possible that imported examples from China served as models for the first locally-made
51
Siamese gambling chips. China had long known the use of game counters , and some of these
could have found their way into Thailand, either as trade objects or personal articles of Chinese
settlers.
Two gambling chips in the Hamel collection in the Leiden Museum marked only with the
52
Chinese words tongbao , have a particular type of glaze that could locate them in the Ming
53
period (1368-1644) , thereby suggesting that such tokens existed in China before they became
common features in Thailand.

RMV 627-148 and 149

Some early examples of Siamese gambling chips in metal each have a beaded rim enclosing
animal figures, recalling the local types of South-east Asian coins and medals whose distant
ancestry lay in India. Others display distinctive shapes and designs developed locally, imitating
the outlines of typical and meaningful Thai motifs such as the wheel and the lotus rosette, used
on Siamese coinage from the days of Ayutthaya.

RMV 627-200, 201, 202 and 203
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Gambling counters imitating the shape of round and flat cash coins predominate among the
early examples. It is doubtful if the metal imitations of the cowry, which Althoff places among the
54
earliest types of Siamese gambling tokens , were really made for this particular purpose. The
metal cowries would have rolled around on the gambling boards in the same awkward way that
their natural counterparts had done.
We suggest that these imitations of the ancient money-value cowry could have been used as
durable and portable charms to evoke money and wealth, in the same way that these are still
frequently adapted among the population of present day Thailand.
Contrary to the generally accepted theory that the production and usage of metal chips predate
that of their porcelain counterparts, there are examples in metal that bear the dynastic or royal
55
emblems of the Bangkok period (1767-1932).

RMV 627-198.

These assign them to the time when the porcelain tokens were already at the peak of their
popularity. Some of these metal tokens, bearing certain emblems that occurred fairly late in
relation to Bangkok-period coins, could even post-date the end of the production of their
porcelain counterparts.

‘Circulating treasures’
Gambling tokens or coins made of porcelain were evidently imported in large numbers to
Thailand from China by the hongs (gambling houses), as substitutes for the coinage made
locally. Besides their temporary function within the nineteenth-century Thai monetary system,
these porcelain coins reveal several external characteristics that suggest kinship with the official
Chinese coinage from pre-modern China. Nevertheless, there has never been any monetary or
other kind of functional relationship between the two types of money! More remarkable still: for a
long time the gambling coins, however perfect they may have been, had absolutely no use as
money outside the particular local Siamese gambling circle for which they had been produced.
In this respect these coins were merely fake money. Nonetheless, as is usually the case with
counterfeit money such as the money meant for burning as a part of religious rites, the coupons
and stamps issued by shops and garages, and so on, the outward appearance of Siamese
gambling money also certainly conveyed the impression of real value in its markings. The latter
gave the coins a certain cachet, thereby suggesting a certain degree of legality and validity. The
first, and simple trait suggesting this - at least for the original Chinese gamblers - lay in the
coins’ imitations of Chinese money that was already ancient by that time: a round coin with a
square hole in the middle, and several written characters surrounding it.

RMV 1-3885, 1990-27, and 1-2324
Three characteristic Chinese coins dating from different periods in Chinese history: from left to right, coins from the
reigns of the emperors Hongwu (1368 - 1399), Kangxi (1662-1723), and Xianfeng (1851-1862). Below, three
representations of porcelain coins showing similarities to traditional Chinese money.

RMV 627- and 175
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For the Chinese, an indicator that could be still more reliable than the similarities in shape to
real Chinese money, resided in the Chinese characters shown on the porcelain coins.
Regardless of their individual meanings, the mere presence of these characters would in any
case have given the Chinese the feeling that it was ‘something of theirs’. This made it
somewhat more trusted and trustworthy. A nice example of this can be found in the character
tongbao, borrowed from real Chinese coins.

The name tongbao on a coin (detail of RMV 1-3885)

Two porcelain coins with tongbao.
(RMV 627-148-2 and 175)

Tongbao can, with some forcing, be translated literally as the term (conveying little in itself)
“circulating treasure”. A less literal translation, but one certainly closer to the centuries-old
reality, would be “coin of the realm”, since practically all the coins produced to the reigning
Emperor’s order in pre-modern Imperial China, bore this term or a similar one. In other words,
the term tongbao guaranteed that the money had been issued under official control and
authorisation. In China this had real significance where currently circulating money was
concerned. In the Siamese porcelain gambling coins, the term tongbao only produced a mere
suggestion of this guarantee, in contrast to the various ‘lucky’ notions and popular sayings
shown on the gambling money, which had a genuine meaning for the gamblers.

Circulation and Distribution
There was probably a nation-wide circulation and distribution of the gambling tokens. Gambling
houses flourished wherever there were Chinese communities, and this applies to the entire
Siamese political territory and even beyond. Hamel's collection was acquired in Thailand, but
similar objects have been in circulation in the adjoining regions in present-day Myanmar,
Cambodia, Laos and Malaysia, which were once under the political or nominal control of Siam.
Most tokens, as witnessed by their inscribed valuation in Thai money, were undeniably
produced specifically for Siam and such outlying regions under strong Siamese influences,
whether political, financial or otherwise. So far, we have found no indications of such tokens
being used as money elsewhere, apart from China itself.

Duration of use
We do not actually know when porcelain counters were introduced into Thailand, nor when they
became an accepted currency. Gambling houses existed as licensed institutions at Ayutthaya
from at least the eighteenth century on. In all likelihood, certain kinds of money-value chips
must already have been in circulation at that time.
Haas, writing in 1879 and probably basing his ideas on those of local informants, stated that
56
money-value pee tokens were introduced in c.1760. Scholars are generally inclined to be
sceptical with regard to this alleged early date of introduction, although it is quite possible that
such tokens, like the ngoen prakap of 1744, could have served the country as another type of
emergency money during the last days of Ayutthaya. Historically, the year 1760 marks the short
57
period of respite the Thais enjoyed from the devastating attacks of Burmese troops , and
consequently the time when they were desperately attempting to resume a normal way of life.
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There must have been a shortage of silver, of money, as well as of everything else, and the pee
tokens, with their money-value guarantees from reliable gambling houses, may have provided a
temporary aid to keep the shattered economy running. Besides this, Ayutthaya’s finances during
the reign of its last king Ekathat (1758-1767) were not in a good state. The chronicles tell us that
there had been an urgent need for the king, from the very beginning of his reign, to 'standardize
58
the currency system of the country’ , an action that implies a particular view of the state of the
country's finances after the his predecessor’s extravagant rule.
Schlegel, writing in 1890 in the light of information received from the Consul-General Hamel
59
(letter dated 5-2-1887), stated that these tokens were introduced in 1821. This could mean the
'second' introduction, or an official acceptance of the pee tokens as a legal medium of
exchange, which fell within the last period of the reign of Rama II (1809-1824), when there was
again a shortage of officially-manufactured coins of small denominations. As a rule, any
irregular supply of imported cowries began to obstruct the flow of everyday transactions, thus
destabilising and eventually devaluating their own monetary value to such an extent that the
cowries became more and more impractical even for daily use. A severe shortage of silver coins
created a serious problem early in the reign of Rama III (1824-1851), when the government
resorted to a number of potential solutions, including the introduction of a new system of public
60
gambling to stimulate the production of money for circulation.
The gambling passion among the Siamese population, stimulated by the country’s feverish
economic dynamism, obviously reached its height during the third reign of the Bangkok dynasty
(1824-1851), as did the demand for a great deal of money to spend. It seem quite natural that
the familiar money-value tokens would once again have filled in the shortage of official coinage,
this time for a longer period and on a much larger scale than before. The exceptionally wealthy
and well-established position of the Chinese Khun Phatthanasombats (gambling-house
exploiters) during this reign, in which trade generated a great economic growth, provided a
strong guarantee for the population, and provided the spur to the growing popularity of their
money-value tokens.
The nation-wide circulation of the pees as accepted currency extended into the following reign.
Thousands of series of these must have been required, and were ordered from China, since the
Hongs made it a rule to replace the current sets with new ones at frequent intervals, either to
61
prevent falsification, or to produce more profits. The pees thus became 'hot money' to be
spent quickly before its monetary validity expired. They must have contributed substantially to
the economic growth of the country by keeping money in active circulation. Yet paradoxically,
they undermined the very basis of the economy, since the government had no effective control
over the Hongs' production and withdrawal of these unofficial, but generally accepted moneyvalue tokens.
With the reign of Rama IV (1851-1868), Siam entered an era of modernization. The government
introduced a new type of official money, the ka-pae, copper and tin coins of small
62
denominations for daily usage , but these had to be made by hand and had a limited and slow
production rate. The popularity of the pees thus remained unchallenged until machine-made
coins and paper money eventually took over, and their usage as legal tender was officially
prohibited in 1875. Thereafter, the pees obviously retained their usefulness as gambling
counters, as before, but the days of their large-scale production and importation were over.
Their popularity was drastically reduced, while their circulation decreased. Wood, a British
Consul who arrived in Thailand in 1890, found improvised metal counters being used in some
63
Bangkok gambling houses , but their porcelain counterparts must still have functioned in most
64
parts of the country. Only the official prohibition of the gambling houses in 1916 brought the
real end to the use of these tokens, as an accepted medium for exchange for transactions in
and around such establishments.
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5. ‘Made in China’
A major concern for anyone issuing coin or paper money, and so on, is the maintenance of its
validity and value. The worst threat to this validity is counterfeiting on a large scale. When it
becomes evident that counterfeits are in current circulation, the real currency loses value, either
partly or entirely. It is therefore important to avoid permitting such undesirable imitations to enter
into circulation. In earlier times in Siam, this principle also applied to the gambling coins that the
Chinese gambling operators had brought into play in their gaming houses. If an imitation was
unexpectedly brought onto the market with dishonest intent, then it was in everyone’s interest,
not least that of the gambling operator himself, to take the original gambling coins out of
circulation and declare them officially worthless. According to Hamel, this was done in the
following way:
If the counterfeit of one kind is identified, the leaseholder concerned uses the gong-beat in his
district to announce that he wants to exchange the genuine coinage he has issued, for a new
kind.
The best guarantee for the validity of the coins, and for control over their manufacture, appears
65
to lie in the choice of material for making them: porcelain.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Siam had no home manufacture of porcelain, making
production ‘on the spot’ virtually impossible. The porcelain coins or tokens therefore had to
come from elsewhere, and the Chinese gambling operators naturally turned to China for these
items. At that time there were various major and ancient centres for an extensive porcelain
production of a high quality. Dehua (Têhua) in the south-eastern coastal province of Fujian, for
instance, was an outstanding centre of porcelain production. To far beyond the national borders,
66
Dehua was - and still is - famed for the wide variety of objects in entirely white porcelain that
are produced there. These wares were, and are, manufactured in large numbers for both the
home and foreign markets.

Two examples of blanc de Chine objects from Dehua; left, a ten-armed Guanyin, and right, a pot
with wooden lid and pedestal (RMV 3121-3 and 02-62 respectively)

The craftsmanship to be found in that town; the opportunity it offered for cheap mass
production; its relative nearness to Siam; and good means of access to that country, make it
quite likely that the Chinese gambling operators preferred to place their orders in Dehua, for the
manufacture of the tokens or counters. However, other possible origins, particularly in the
southern coastal province of Guangdong, cannot be excluded.
Besides its safety, porcelain also offered a number of other major advantages for the production
67
68
of gambling coins. The main raw materials - kaolin (China clay) and petuntse - were
especially cheap and available in abundance. Partly for this reason, porcelain was extremely
69
suited to a relatively rapid mass production. The pliability of the material offered almost
unlimited opportunities for variations in shape, motif and decoration. Lastly, the porcelain coins,
once fired, were reasonably hard-wearing and durable.
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Mass Production
"The coin is made to the orders of gambling-house leaseholders. Originally the coinage seems
to have been made of red lacquer in Bangkok: later on, of lead and brass, and later still of
pottery or porcelain. The latter kind came from China."
and
"Some orders were carried out in Europe."
Hamel tells us nothing more about the production of porcelain gambling coins. Yet how were
the pieces made, whether in China or Europe? Unfortunately Hamel, and practically all other
sources for this subject in any language, are silent on the matter. It is only relatively recently
that the subject has been investigated, and findings published.
Ralf Althoff in a beautiful catalogue provides a description of a very extensive collection of
Siamese porcelain money held in the German Kultur-und Stadthistorisches Museum
70
Duisburg. In this, he tells us briefly and clearly how the coins were probably made. To quote
from Althoff's publication:
Now the production became, basing on the raw porcelain-paste, quite simple. The kneadable
paste was rolled up to the thickness wanted before slices in the shape of cookies were cut off
this roll. In a further working process the raw slices were furnished with the basic glaze
(white/translucent glassy); after a short phase of drying up, the mostly Chinese characters
were painted on the tokens with blue glaze. The prepared tokens were baked in the stove as
the last working process. Several tokens have tiny spots, which indicate that they were placed
flat on the grate in the stove. Other pieces do not give any indication, which means they show
neither spots nor vestiges of caking, which would allow to reconstruct the equipment of the
stove.
The often-effected withdrawals of complete series by the renters of the gambling houses lead
to constantly new, slightly changed series. Each new series, that had to replace an older
series, was formed a little more complicated; thus a course of withdrawals and new emissions
developed that was repeated more and more quickly. Naturally a change in the way of
production was connected with this. The non-decorated slices were no longer immediately
glazed, but were furnished with further decorations by pressing them into a mould. The few
series with a groove at the frame of the picture and deepened characters were perhaps
stamped because the characters of one series were always made by one and the same due
and have as well always exact spaces. All, other tokens, which have raised characters or
pictures, were pressed into a mould. For this the porcelain-paste of the raw slices, still soft,
was separately pressed into the matrix, so that a positive (raised) imprint was obtained when
the token was taken from the matrix. On the pieces, "which were only formed one-sided, the
reverses were furnished, still by hand, with characters of blue glaze. Before the two-sided
pieces (formed on both sides) could develop, there existed another variant with deepened
characters on the reverse.
The two-sided pieces with raised characters on both sides belong to the last or youngest
tokens, and symbolize the complicated way of production.
For the painting only luminous, clear colours with red, blue, green, and yellow tones were
used which were occasionally supplied by black colouring. A quite large quantity of tokens
also has red-brown, brown, grey, or black colouring which surely was not intended, but caused
by a failed baking (the heat was too great). Even within one series such big differences can
71
occur.

Shapes
At a very rough estimate, during the peak period for use of the porcelain money, some thousand
72
to two thousand different types would have been brought in circulation. Fortunately these
thousands of variations can be reduced to a definitive number of principal shapes.
To begin with, we can establish that all the coins are flat - never thicker than their length or
width. In the Leiden collection the thicknesses vary between three to seven millimetres. In
average size - width, length and diameter - the units vary between 0.5 and 1.3 cm, to 2.5
centimetres.
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We also find gambling coins in

round shapes (RMV 627-64),

oval (RMV 627-194),

diamonds (RMV 627-114),

six-sided (RMV 627-107), eight-sided (RMV 627-104),

twelve-sided (RMV 627-90),

rosettes (RMV 627-101)

square (RMV 627-120),

or cruciform (RMV 627-91),

or else in other shapes based on certain plants, animals and other natural objects, or on people,
often particularly luck-bringing concepts. The Leiden collection holds only two examples of this
kind: an octopus and a traditional Chinese shape for a weight.

RMV 627-142, 143

Motifs and decorations
Hamel’s reply to the Batavian Society's sixth question, concerning whether the figures (rather
than the Chinese characters) appearing on this kind of money, had any special meaning, was
as follows.
The figures shown on the coins have no special meanings; some bear (the image of) a lion,
others (of) a tiger or other animal on one side (some are even made in the shape of one kind
of animal or another). On the other side there are usually Chinese characters giving the value.
Unfortunately, Hamel was completely wide of the mark here. Most of the motifs shown on the
coins actually derive from the rich world of Chinese symbolism, which for centuries has figured
a huge number of animals, plants, personages and objects. For the Chinese these signify more
than is suggested merely by the simple image. By far the largest number of cases concern
allusions to, or links with, the concepts of good luck, prosperity in business life, a successful
career, long life, beautiful women, having rich offspring, and so on - in short, good luck in its
widest sense, and consequently in the game for which the porcelain money was used.
Here follow some examples of this symbolism shown on the coins, which can also be seen in
some of the items held in the Leiden collection.
- The peacock: this bird symbolises beauty and dignity. Because peacock feathers were fixed to
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the hats of Imperial officials as official badges of dignity, this bird was associated with success
in the Imperial examinations, and thereby with a wonderful career in the Imperial
73
administration.

RMV 627-90

- The tiger is the emblem of majestic dignity and stern resolve, as the model for courage and
fierceness. The tiger sometimes represents the God of Wealth.

RMV 627-88

- The hare, the symbol for longevity, since it is believed to grind the ingredients for the elixir of
long life, in its home on the moon.

RMV 627-60

- The fish is used symbolically as the emblem of wealth or abundance, because of the similarity
in the pronunciation of the words yü, fish, and yü, superfluity, and also because fish are
extremely plentiful in Chinese waters. Owing to its reproductive powers, it is a symbol of
regeneration. Moreover, since it is happy in its own element or sphere, it has come to be the
emblem of harmony and connubial bliss.
[….] The carp, with its scaly armour, which is regarded as a symbol of martial attributes, is
admired because it struggles against the current, and it has therefore become the emblem of
perseverance. The sturgeon of the Yellow River are believed to change into dragons when they
succeed in passing above the rapids of Lung-mên; hence this fish is a symbol of literary
74
eminence or passing examinations with distinction.

RMV 627-72 and 108

- The bagua, the "Eight Trigrams": A group of signs representing heaven, water (as in marshes
or lakes), earth, fire, thunder, wind, sky (as in rain and clouds), and hills. They symbolize
aspects of the universe through individual arrangements of three horizontal lines.
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Left: the eight trigrams with the yin-yang symbol in the middle. Right: RMV 627- 66

- The babao, the "Eight Precious Objects", also known as the "Eight Treasures". They are
auspicious symbols of good fortune.

They are, from top left:
1. Jewel or "pearl"
2. Cash coin - emblem of wealth
3. Open Lozenge - used in ancient times to ornament a headdress. Sometimes as the Fan Sheng (double lozenges).
These are a symbol of victory.
4. Pair of Books - symbol of learning, ward off evil spirits. Sometimes a Painting, as a symbol of the fine arts, culture,
and one of the Four Signs of the Scholar.
5. Mirror (Solid Lozenge) - promotes unbroken conjugal happiness and counteracts evil influences
6. Musical Jade Stone Gong (Qin), is a ministerial emblem and a symbol of the exercise of discrimination, and of felicity
7. Pair of Rhinoceros Horns - represents happiness.
8. Artemisia Leaf - wards off sickness, has healing properties and is a symbol of felicity.
(Source: http://www.gotheborg.com/glossary/symbolsindex.htm)

Two examples with emblems of the Eight Treasures (RMV 627-117 and 91)

- The qilin is a fabulous creature of good omen, and the symbol of longevity, grandeur, felicity,
illustrious offspring, and wise administration.

RMV 627- 169

- Yin-yang: Yin and yang are considered to be two opposing types of energy or contrasting
forces. Yin is described as yielding, passive, negative, dark, and female. Yang is dynamic,
assertive, positive, light, and male. The two energies are opposites, and yet mutually dependent.
Yin may become yang and vice versa, just as day becomes night, cold becomes hot, and the
reverse. The behaviour of yin and yang describes the structure of any event or thing. Their
dynamic relationship describes the operation of the Dao in its cycles of creation, and their
alternating movement underlies the structure of everything in the universe. The concept of yin
75
and yang is conveyed by the "tiger and dragon" and by the Taji symbol.
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Left: the yin-yang symbol. Right: RMV 627- 164 , with the character fang on the white field, indicating the value of the
coin.

- The ba xian, the Eight Immortals. This is a group of legendary, semi-historical Daoist figures
important in both religious Daoism and popular religion. The Immortals, seven male and one
female, are said to have originated in the Han dynasty. [….] The figures are usually
recognizable by their attributes. They are Zhongli Quan with a fan; Zhang Guo with a fishshaped musical instrument; Lü Dongbin with a sword and a fly-whisk; Cao Guojiu with a pair of
tablets resembling castanets; Li Tieguai with an iron crutch and a gourd; Han Xiangxi with a
flute; Lan Caihe with a flower basket; and He Xiangu with a lotus. Stories of the Eight Immortals
were popularised in folklore, drama, novels, and wood block prints besides occurring on all
kinds of ceramic and decorative objects.
(Source: http://www.gotheborg.com/glossary/symbolsindex.htm)

Four examples of allusions to the ‘Eight Immortals’. From left to right, the sword of Lü Dongbin, the gourd of Li Tieguai,
the flower basket of Lan Caihe, and He Xiangu with her lotus blossom (RMV 627-174, 108 and 70 respectively).

Explanation of the signs
Chinese inscriptions
76

We have indicated above that the coins bear Chinese characters which must have inspired
confidence in their Chinese users, regardless of these characters’ individual meanings. The
characters made the gamblers feel that the coins were ‘something personal’, regardless of their
individual meanings, thus rendering the pieces recognisable and trustworthy. A good example is
found in the character text tongbao, borrowed from the genuine Chinese coinage (see chapter
four, 'Circulating treasures'). However, there are more Chinese characters and texts on the
porcelain coins. Here, we are struck by the way in which their inscriptions can be roughly
categorised into three groups, according to their meanings:
indications of the Siamese value of the porcelain coin, and of the number of coins that
were produced for each type, somewhere or other;
the names of the gambling houses issuing the coins, permitting their use, and
guaranteeing them against a genuine exchange value;
sayings, aphorisms, individual meaningful characters, or small combinations of these.
The information about name and value is variable with respect to the sides, which means that
these things can be placed either on the obverse or on the reverse. However, the names are
usually placed on the obverse, and the values on the reverse side; only in exceptional cases do
77
we find that the name, the value, or both, are lacking.
Values and numbers
Chinese characters can be found on most Siamese porcelain coins, giving a certain value within
the Siamese financial and gambling circuit of the period. These were all relatively low values,
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from salung to att, and sometimes even lower than that. The characters on the porcelain coins,
and the units they gave, bore little relation to the actual Chinese monetary system.
78
Thus the character錢 qian conveyed - and still conveys - the idea of “money” in general, yet
on the porcelain coins it functioned as the value indication for the Siamese money unit of one
salung.

RMV 627-63

In Chinese the character 方 fang has many different meanings, depending on context. It can
mean: square, place, plan, method, at that time, comparison, to neglect, to tally with, to center.
However, in Chinese fang has never signified a coin or a coin’s value. The use of this character
on the porcelain coins therefore seems only to be explicable by its similarity in sound to the
Siamese money value fuang.

RMV 627-111

We find a similar phenomenon of transliteration in the case of the money word songphai. The
choice here was the name of a dynasty - the Song 宋 (960-1274 A.D.) with the character 派 pai
- to send or delegate.

RMV 627-84 and 95

Where even smaller values (such as phai, att and solot) are concerned, the Chinese terms 派
pai, 文 wen, and 分 fen were used. It is useful to mention here that in China the concept fen
signified - and still signifies - a unit of money, the smallest. In this respect the fen can be
compared with the cent in many other kinds of currency.

Various small coins with differing value indications in Chinese characters: from left to right, si bai (400 = 4 att), er bai
(200 = 2 att), yi bai wen (100 = 1 att), and ershiwu (25 fuang) (RMV 627-184, 188, 194, 196)
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If we schematise all the designations in Siamese and Chinese found on the porcelain coins,
then we find the survey of terms and values given below.

Chinese
designation

Exchange value
in
cowries

1 chang

--

--

20 tamlung

1 tamlung

--

--

4 baht / 4 tical

1 baht / tical

--

6400

4 salung

1 salung

錢 qian

1600

2 fuang

1 fuang

方 fang

800

2 songphai

宋 派 songpai

400

2 phai

派 pai

200

2 att

百 文 bai wen

100

2 solot

分fen

50

Siamese monetary
units

1 songphai / siek
1 phai / siaw
1 att
1 solot

Other comparable
(exchange) values

--

‘Numbers’
All told, we have found only one porcelain coin in the Leiden collection with a designation of
number in Chinese: 五 千 wugian, five thousand. This number has absolutely nothing to do with
any actual monetary value, since it indicates only the number of examples of this coin
manufactured.

RMV 627-79
79

We know from investigations into other large collections containing much larger numbers of
this kind of coin, that it was not unusual to give the quantity of pieces made. The number ‘five
thousand’ is often found, and must usually have represented the upper limit of production.
80
Indications of other quantities in the thousands - 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000 and even 10,000 are also found.
The fact that such large series were actually produced can be confirmed by a roundabout
method through coins bearing other quantities, i.e., individual serial numbers. Here we are
concerned particularly with coins that, while identical in principle, carry different numbers in
Chinese trade shorthand on their reverse side. Examples of these coins are shown in drawings
81
by Hollink in one of his articles written for the Oriental Numismatic Society. One of these
drawings, somewhat revised, is reproduced here in illustration.
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On the front left, the inscription tian fa, “Growing increase (of profit)”. The illustrations 1 to 4 show, in Chinese trade
shorthand, the individual production numbers of coins from the same series. From left to right, 1206, 2716, 3592 and
4691 (Source: Hollink ONS 121).

Three examples from the Leiden collection of figures in Chinese trade shorthand on porcelain coins: left, the figure
seventeen; middle in the bottom half, the number twenty-five; also shown on the example on the right (RMV 627-120,
124 and 196).

The gambling houses
There is a relatively large number of porcelain coins bearing, on the front, the characters for
gongsi. According to context, this term can be translated as: firm, society or association,
corporation, business concern, partnership, club, clique or - as in this case - gambling club or
gambling house. One gongsi was, however, different from another, and the necessary
distinction was indicated by the choice of a specific business or club name. As a rule such
names could be formulated in a poetic manner, or a more profane one.
Ten examples of such firms, chosen at random from the Leiden collection:

(from left to right, RMV 627-58, 75, 76, 77 and 78)

協 利 公 司, xieli gongsi, Society (for the) united ascension
財 髺 公 司, caifa gongsi, Society for becoming rich
逡 袙 公 司, shuiyuan gongsi, Society (of the) source of fortune
崇 盛 公 司, chongsheng gongsi, Society (of the) sublime growth
天 成 公 司, tiancheng gongsi, Society (of the) celestial perfection

(from left to right, RMV 627-99, 105, 107, 126, and 127)

袙 昌 公 司, yuanchang gongsi, Society (of the) original blossoming time
和 盛 公 司, hesheng gongsi, Society (of the) peaceful blossoming time
萬 財 公 司, wancai gongsi, Society (of the) ten thousand treasures
如 意 公 司, ruyi gongsi, Society of (your) desires
和 利 公 司, heli gongsi, Society (of) peaceful profit
and so on.
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Common sayings
A number of coins include sayings, aphorisms, individual meaningful characters or small
combinations of these. In most cases they involve concepts.
Here we provide a few random examples.

RMV 627-63,66, 79 and 87

如 意, ru yi, “(all) that you desire”
坤 利, kun li, “earthly advantage”
82
元 享 利 貞, yuan xiang li zhen, “creation, increase, perfection, completion”
和 財 秘 錢, he cai bi qian, “peaceful riches and secret money”

RMV 627-91, 102, 110 and 188

竹 間 禽 語 性 相 似 也, zhu jian qin yü xing xiang si ye, “birds sing sweetly among the bamboo;
they resemble each other in nature”
財 源 廣 進, cai yuan guang jin, "the source of wealth is overwhelmingly entering"
萬 物 靜 觀 皆 自 得, wan wu jing guan zi de, “all beings wait serenely, and each attains his own”
興, xing, ”progress”.
Etcetera.
The "brand marks"
A rather remarkable feature seen on a small number of coins, are the apparently Chinese or
Siamese signs. However, these signs probably do not derive from any real written script, but are
a kind of identification mark. Such marks must have been made on one side of the coins with a
small stamp or knife during manufacture. It is not at all clear why this was done or from whom
83
they were. One option might be that the signs constituted a kind of brand mark for the
manufacturer, or for the gambling-house leaseholder who had ordered and distributed the coins.

Alternately, the complete reproduction, and (as detail) the brand mark of RMV 627-129 and 134.

Unfortunately, the Leiden collection contains no duplicates, neither of the coins bearing a
particular small brand mark, nor of the brand marks themselves, for making a comparison that
might provide some enlightenment as to their existence and meaning. Neither does comparison
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with other collections offer any plausible explanation.
Thai inscriptions
Many items in the Hamel collection bear a cross pattern of the traditional Thai value-indication.
This largely contains a Thai cipher 1 in its lower right section, denoting the value of 1 salung.

RMV 627-63, 112 and 126. Examples of porcelain coins denoting the value of 1 salung.

Some have, in addition, the name of the issuing gambling establishment written above the
cross, frequently in slightly erroneous Thai scripts that suggest its being inscribed on the object
by a Chinese hand. The Chinese name ‘ ho ki’ appears in one case (RMV 627-90), and ‘chai
84
seng’ in another (RMV 627-169).

RMV 627-90 and 169

The lost silver coin (RMV 627-198) bearing a garuda emblem of the Third Reign (1824-1851),
carries an unusual inscription on its reverse, formed of the Siamese cipher 200 and the word
‘sombat’ written in Khmer/Thai script, a term which can be translated as ‘treasure’ or
‘possession’. In fact, the item has an official look that suggests it's being a currency coin issued
by the Royal Treasurer of the time, rather than a token made for gambling purpose.

RMV 627-198
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Epilogue
In Thailand today, handfuls of porcelain pee tokens are preserved in private homes all over the
country, as cherished or nostalgic objects from the past. Unknown numbers are presumably still
in existence, since now and then we find them on sale as antiques and curiosities, in markets,
on stalls, and in obscure shops in the China Towns of Bangkok and other cities.
The pees belong to a period too recent to attract the attention of archaeologists, and are too
numerous to be called rarities. We rarely come across them on display in museums in the east
and west, while information regarding their history and character has proven to be less plentiful
and forthcoming than researchers had anticipated. Nonetheless, from the very little that is
known about them, these objects have an undeniably intriguing history. By playing an unusual
role in the life of the common people, as well as on a national and even international level, they
embody a great deal of human interest against the background of a unique but controversial
national policy. Even now, they relate an almost unbelievable story of how a humble plaything
can produce a heady fever of excitement, of hope, greed and despair in people, while stirring up
the sleeping economy of a country and surreptitiously undermining it at the same time.
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Notes
1

There is now a total number of 298 porcelain coins, 153 of which are duplicates.

2

On each of two occasions, In 1884 and 1885, Hamel donated a series of some forty varied ethnographic items. These
objects have been included in the museum’s collection under the series numbers 432 and 504.

3

Mr. Lindor Serrurier was Director of the National Ethnographical Museum – the predecessor of the National Museum
of Ethnography (RMV) – from 1882 to 1896. Apart from the famed energy he devoted to making acquisitions and
exchanging objects with other collections, he is above all known for two publications in which he denounced the
wretched state of collection management and preservation in the museum buildings of that period: Museum of Pakhuis?
(1893) (Museum or Warehouse?) and Museum of Mesthoop? (1895) ( Museum or Shambles?)
4

Letter No 250, d. 5 December 1885.

5

This part deals with the review year 1886, and appeared in print in 1887.

6

Mr J.A. van der Chijs was the 'Vice President, Treasurer, Editor (of reports etc.), and Curator of the ethnological and
numismatic collections’ for the administration of the Batavian Association.
7

The Association is meant here.

8

The museum also holds a copy of a hand-written letter from Hamel to the ‘the Direction of the Batavian Association for
Arts and Sciences’. Its contents are similar to those appearing in printed form in this volume. For the present, there is no
explanation for the provenance of this letter, and its presence in the museum archives.
9
In this intervening letter, Hamel says ‘[…] that it is still impossible for him to furnish the information requested of him,
concerning the porcelain coins previously circulating in Siam, but that he will send it to the Association as soon as he
has obtained it.’ (From the Association’s notes, d. 2 November 1886).
10

In the hand-written version of these answers, the margin contains the note, written in a different hand, ‘Later on I also
found it of lesser value. Even ½ att.’
11

His bitterness is obvious from (for example) a fragment of a short letter he wrote to Serrurier on 6 October 1887.
“ Have you seen the Budget for Foreign Affairs, and the eulogy given me in the explanatory memorandum. If I had really
been such a solid, good and upright official as they portray, is it not sad, then, that a Minister could find no better reward
for such a person than to dismiss him from his post, without informing him and without any kind of hearing, and to give
him a very meagre half-pay!”

12

Since Gustaaf Schlegel (1840 -1903) was Professor of Chinese Languages and Cultures at Leiden University from
1877 until his death in 1903, there is nothing surprising in the fact that he investigated the Leiden museum’s Siamese
porcelain coins. Both the museum as an establishment, and its Director, came under the direct control of the Governing
Body of Leiden University. Thus in a certain manner, both University and Museum were one and the same organisation.
Moreover, in the first place the porcelain coins circulated predominantly within the Chinese community in Siam, and the
majority of the coins bear Chinese inscriptions. Schlegel’s academic knowledge was thus welcomed, and his research
and object descriptions were, and remain, of the utmost value.
13

In 1888 the journal Internationales Archiv für Ethnographie came into being through a joint initiative by several
prominent ethnographical organisations, and was published in Leiden.
14

Today, this is the Royal Numismatic Collection in Leiden, located next door to the National Museum of Antiquities.

15

Here, we are concerned with 41 gold weights from the West African kingdom of Asante, in the region of present-day
Ghana. From the fifteenth century on, up to the introduction of coinage in 1889, gold dust was the usual means of
payment among the Akan peoples of Ghana and the Ivory Coast. Weights made of copper or brass were used for
weighing the gold. These were made by the ‘lost wax’ (‘cire perdu’) technique, and cast in a special mould. The gold
weights dating from before 1700 usually have a simple geometric shape. The surface is decorated with motifs, incised
or in relief. The Asante kingdom attained its full power in the eighteenth century. This resulted in new styles in the gold
weights. There were ever-increasing numbers of figurative shapes, often representing a proverb, which played a role
both in the transactions between merchants, and in children’s education.
16

Le May, Coinage of Siam, 3-6, pl. I, nos.3-6; Guehler, Essay on the Symbols, 127-134; Gutman, Ancient Coinage of
Southeast Asia, 8-21.

17

Harvey, History of Burma,13; Le May, Coinage of Siam, 11; Gutman, Ancient Coinage of Southeast Asia, 9.

18

Gutman, Ancient Coinage of Southeast Asia, 9.

19

Christie, J.W., A Preliminary Survey of Early Javanese Coinage.

20

Le May, Coinage of Siam, 10, 48-50.
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See G. Hollink ONS 121 and Althoff's catalogue for the Köhler-Osbahr collection.
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These are four special concepts from the Yijing, the ‘Book of Changes’. The Yijing is one of the ‘Wu Jing’, or ‘Five
Classics’. These are five important books dating from the second century B.C., incorporating older philosophical and
historical texts. The Yijing is characterised especially by its many metaphysical and cosmological speculations, which
include those concerned with the ‘eight trigrammes’ discussed in the Book.
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Both names are also found on porcelain tokens in other collections, published by Ramsden and Althoff.
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